
DNR/Office of Conservation
Operations Division

-

Original / Baton Rouge,  Yellow / Operator,  Pink / Inspector

NARRATIVE REPORT

Total Hrs = 16 Hrs

5:30 am to 8:00 am = 2.5 hrs Over

8:00 am to 4:30 pm = 8 Hrs Regular

4:30 pm to 10:00 pm = 5.5 Hrs Over

1/2 Hr off for Dinner

Michael Theriot

Until the lines are bleed down the Sheriffs Dept. closed down Hwy 70 from Hwy 69 to Lee Dr. --

Only opened to local traffic -- No through traffic across the pipeline that passes under the Hwy --

Hwy 70 closed down around 7:00 pm --

grab samples they took from this area --

 Crosstex was surveying their pipeline they found that 400' of their 36'' pipeline had dropped

16' and moved east 15' towards the sinkhole - All pipelines - Acadian Gas, Florida Gas and Crosstex

is bleeding down their pipeline now -- Crosstex will have the line bleed down in 24 hrs. --

of the stub will be E-Mail -- Made a trip to the csg stub in the wood (Ser # 41803) and there 

I didn't see any signs of bubbles or anything else --

They made a trip in an airboat to the slurry area in the swamp to gather water and mud samples

  from in and around this area -- DEQ will be testing for TPHD - D.O.G and chlorides on the 

Mr. Angelle met on Texas Brine location along with DNR and other personnel to discuss

the possibilities that could be causing this problem in the swamp --

Went by the 4 1/2'' csg stub and it's still bubbling around the base of the csg --

The csg seems to be leaning over a little more -- A short clip of the bubbling and a picture 

'Bayou Corne Project''

 

State Troopers helicopter showed up this morning to fly Mr. Angelle over the area of interest 

in the swamp by Texas Brine Field -- 
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